Bluntman and Chronic are characters appearing in a fictional eponymous comic book series seen in the movies Chasing Amy, Jay and Silent Bob Strike Back, and Jay and Silent Bob Reboot. Actual Bluntman and Chronic comic books based on the fictional movie comic book series were published after the release of Jay and Silent Bob Strike Back. Both the movies and the comic books were created by writer and actor Kevin Smith. Famed comics creator Mike Allred designed the costumes for the characters. The books get meta right from the start, with creative credit being given to Banky Edwards and Holden McNeil, the creators of the (at that point) fictional books in Chasing Amy - played by Ben Affleck and Jason Lee - respectively, with the two actors even penning the book’s afterword. The real-life comic was written by Smith, with art by Michael Avon Oeming and Neil Vokes (and designed by Mike Allred). The second issue introduces us to Bluntman and Chronic’s villains, most of whose names are unfit to print here (let’s just say one was originally named Richard Head and leave it at that). It turns out there are apparently a lot of vats of acid in New Jersey for our heroes to accidentally knock people into, inadvertently creating their own nemeses. Bluntman and Chronic is a comic book created by Holden McNeil and Banky Edwards. It is based off of Jay and Silent Bob but people think that Jay and Silent Bob is fake when they are actually real. A movie was made called Bluntman and Chronic. The movie directed by Chaka Luther King. Kevin Smith the creator of the View Askewniverse made a couple of Bluntman and Chronic issues where chronic dies one where Bluntman and Chronic go to Gotham and meets Batman. Meet Bluntman and Chronic, the bumbling crimefighting aliases of professional slackers Jay & Silent Bob. From the subversive mind of ace film director Kevin Smith (Clerks, Chasing Amy, Dogma) comes a virtual ‘how not to’ guide to superheroics. You’ll believe a man can fly... but only if you inhale! Titan Books will use the information you provide on this form to be in touch with you and to provide updates and marketing. Please confirm you are happy for us to use your details in accordance with our privacy policy. I agree. Unfollow Bluntman and Chronic to stop getting updates on your eBay feed. You’ll receive email and Feed alerts when new items arrive. Turn off email alerts. Bluntman and Chronic comic: Items in search results. 2 items found from eBay international sellers. Image Comics Kevin Smith Bluntman and Chronic TPB. EUR 4.60. 0 bids. Kevin Smith Jason Mewes signed Bluntman & Chronic comic book Jay Silent Bob + JSA. EUR 165.86. Was: Previous price EUR 184.29.